Genealogy of Local Families Can Be Found in the Local History Room
These materials may not circulate

HIST REF 920 ALL – Genesis of the Allegers of Ulster County, New York, Hunterdon County, New Jersey, and Northeastern Pennsylvania, Alleger

HIST REF 929.2 AND - Andre/Miller
Lafond, compiler

HIST REF 929.1 HAR – Descendants of the Pioneer Conrad Arnold
Hartman

HIST REF 929.1 HAR – Descendents of the Pioneer Conrad Arnold (Index)

HIST REF 974.825 BRO V1. – The Brodhead Family, Vol. I

HIST REF 974.825 BRO V2 – The Brodhead Family, Vol. II

HIST REF 929.1 HAN – The Earl and Arrell Families from Ireland to North America
Hannum, James S.

HIST REF 929.1 FOW – The Fowlers of Morrisville, N.Y.
Fowler, Albert K., compiler

HIST REF 929 HOW – Ancestors and Descendants of Robert Marshall(Eilenberger) Howell, Sr.

HIST REF 929.1 BAL – Jennings genealogy, Samuel Jennings, 1664-1760; his family in part from Northampton County, Pa.
Baltrotsky, Marianne Uhler, compiler

HIST REF 929.2 KEM - Two Centuries of Kemmerer family History 1730 – 1929
Kemmerer Family Association, compilers

HIST REF 929.1 KIN – The Kintners of Monroe County, Pa. and related families
Kintner, Michelle

HIST REF 929.1 FRY – Klinetob Family History
Fry, Arthur

HIST REF 929.2 DES – Descendants of Jacob Learn
Learn, joihn
HIST REF 929.2 DES INDEX – Descendents of Jacob Learn

HIST REF 974.82 LEA – Descendants of Jacob Learn
Learn, Pauline

HIST REF 920 KUR – Morgan Kurtz Genealogy
Kurtz, Mabel

HIST REF 920 NIC – The Nicolls family and related families
Nicolls, Guy

HIST REF 929.1 POW - Genealogy of the Powell and Montzheimer families
Powell, Alfred R. (collected)

HIST REF 929.1 BEN – The Descendants of George Adam Metzgar
Bender, Eleanor Decker

HIST REF 920 PRI – The Price family of Barrett Township, Monroe County, Pa.
Price, Violet H.

HIST REF 929.1 ROS – The Rosenkrans family in Europe and America
Rosenkrans, Allen, compiler

HIST REF 929 SAM – Samuel Snyder

HIST REF 920 MAR – Shafer-Huston family history
Marvin, Francis M.

HIST REF 974.825 COL – Stroud Record
Colbert, Elizabeth Stroud

HIST REF 920 KEN – Descendents of John Stroud and Elizabeth Depuy
Kennedy, Hazel Bear, compiler

HIST REF 929.1 DES – Descendents of John Strunck

HIST REF 929.2 VAN – The Van Etten family of America from 1658 to 1969
Van Etten, Leslie J.

HIST REF 920 MAR – The Van Horn family history
Marvin, Francis M.
HIST REF 920 DUN – The early Van Vliets; a typical family north of the Blue Mountains, 1699-1834

Dunning, E Ruth and Leida, Harry Van Vliet